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Abstract

The paper will try to underline the importance of being included in all university curricula the
professional Ethics. It is almost very important and necessary for university students to be
introduced with the ethic laws, moral rules, which stand behind every job and profession.
Professional ethic and its appropriate program should (in some particular cases it must) be
input in all the university branches and directions, even if they may be scientific or social.
This is the main point our paper is going to discuss, trying to describe and to underline how it
should be, where it should be input and the main literature to be followed. It is already known
that ethics aim to give an understanding, a comprehension to the moral principles due to the
rational analysis to the moral situations, so we will effort to show this necessity as an
application of the principles and moral values, because these suggest the why we should prop
up a given point of view according to another. This paper will not take into consideration the
pretence that ethics with its supplies must create a moral temper (character) of the individual
and it does not aim any absolute truth related with the morality. The authors to be most
considered, will be: William Ross, Jeffrey Kovac, Callahan, J. C, Close. F, James & Stuart
Rachels, C. Martin, W. Vaught, R. C. Solomon etc. Methods which we will orient our work
will be descriptive research and comparative analysis.
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